
Movoto

55k+
leads 
managed

38%
lower 
screening cost

33%
lead qualification 
increase

The Verse Solution
Through a combination of human conversation 

and innovative technology, Verse.io provided 

Movoto with 24/7 coverage, instant customer 

response time, and a modern solution to their call 

center needs. They saw lead qualification rates 

increase by 33% and lowered their own screening 

costs by 38%, saving them both time and money.

Movoto's Challenges
Movoto was growing fast but was facing 

challenges due to:

● Slow follow-up

● Inability to get to leads after hours

● High lead screening costs with a call center

"Verse has had a tremendous impact on our 
business - not only have they helped qualify 
33% more customers, but they lowered 
screening costs by 38%"
Imtiyaz Haque, CEO of Movoto
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CUSTOMER STORY



Hi Sean, this is Alex with Movoto.com. We just received 

your inquiry online. We specialize in helping buyers find 

their ideal property. Would you prefer to chat via text 

message or should I give you a quick call so that I can assist 

you?

Currently using a call 
center? You, too, could 
lower screening costs 
by 38% using Verse!

Great! I'm happy to help with your home search. Have you 

had the chance to tour any homes with an agent yet?

Verse converts your new 

leads into sales-ready 

opportunities through 

immediate, Al-driven and 

human powered outreach.

Learn more & book a demo at

www.verse.io

Movoto is striving to be the most trusted platform for 

buying and selling real estate with confidence. Their 

end-to-end Al-enabled real estate platform connects 

customers with top-producing agents, while providing 

the tools necessary for all home buying and selling 

needs.
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Sounds good! What is the price range you're looking to stay 

around?

Texting is good

Not yet. I'm looking to relocate around 

June, so I figured I'll start reaching out 

now. Is that good?

$200,000. 2 or 3 bedroom. Finished 

basement.

Morning! Not sure if I've mentioned this before. Our team 

has access to all properties on the market. Are you 

interested in being sent other comparable listings?

Great. What general location are you interested in?

Anything close to train stations or 

downtown Maryland.

*Actual text conversation on the verse.io platform.
Personal info has been anonymized.
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Still interested?

Yes you can. Thank you.

Sounds good! What areas are you interested in?

Great, I have all of the information I need and I will have one 

of our team members reach out to you as soon as possible to 

assist you. If there is a better time to reach you, please let 

me know. I hope you have a great rest of your day!

Thanks. Contact me at 7pm my time


